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 News from the  back ! News from the  back ! News from the  back ! News from the  back ! News from the  back !
For those who have been waiting, YOU already know!  For those of you who haven’t, it
has finally been announced!  Nikon’s next generation Professional Digital SLR for
photojournalism, action and sports. The new D2H  incorporates an amazing combination
of speed, resolution, handling and faster work flow for total image quality and
performance.

As for specs ? Check this out: 8 fps for up to 40 consecutive JPEG or 25 RAW (NEF) full
resolution (2,464 x 1,632 pixel) images. The D2H also has a very short 37ms shutter time
lag. Instant power up means the D2H is ready to go when you are. Nikon’s exclusive new
4.1 mega pixels CCD  improves on power consumption and minimizes  dark noise all
while increasing speed and image quality. This new sensor (CCD)  is also built to read 2
channels of data from each pixel at once for maximum speed in image reproduction.

Another  Nikon innovation in the D2H is their new Multi-Cam 2000 AF sensor module,
which ensures quick  response and tack sharp focus in all shooting conditions. This new
AF system features 11 sensors, 9 of  which  are cross type sensors that pretty much cover
the majority of the image area. And finally, the NEW optional wireless transmitter (WT-1)
interfaces directly with IEEE 802.11b compatible access points to realize wireless image &
sound data to FTP servers and marks a major advance in freeing the  photographer’s
movement and in his/her  ability to deliver timely photos promptly.

Chris              ProSales

Albums & Folders  NewsAlbums & Folders  NewsAlbums & Folders  NewsAlbums & Folders  NewsAlbums & Folders  News
Drop by to see our new display of albums from DF, Leather Album Designs and Renaissance
Albums.  Yes, really.  We actually have a display!  Also, don’t forget most studio samples are
available at a 15% discount.
Laminate Samples
We now have sample packages of our new and improved cold laminates.  Just give us a call
and we’ll be sure to get them out to you ASAP.  For information on our laminator see our
webpage under the “Albums “ section or come by the store for a demo.

Barb Batchelor   Album Sales

Fi lm NewsFi lm NewsFi lm NewsFi lm NewsFi lm News
Efke 25 4x5 sheet film is in! This is currently the only 25 iso film we stock in 4x5. Efke film
is produced in Croatia and the emulsions are similar to those produced by the German
Adox company in the mid 20th century. Efke’s unusually high silver content produces
superb tonality and grey scale and provides superior results when using traditional
tungsten illumination. Efke 25  is ortho-panchromatic, resulting in reds appearing darker
and greens appearing lighter than they do with conventional B&W panchromatic film. So,
if you are looking for a film that replicates the look of those used during the early to mid
1900s or in the market for something a little unique, try Efke.
Serena Film Paper Sales



Summer Digi tal  Cl earanceSummer Digi tal  Cl earanceSummer Digi tal  Cl earanceSummer Digi tal  Cl earanceSummer Digi tal  Cl earance
Scanners
Polaroid SprintScan 35/ES 35mm film scanner $189 (was $325)
Polaroid SprintScan 45i multi-format film scanner $1,499 (was $1,999)
Polaroid SprintScan 4000 35mm film scanner $699 (was $899)
Polaroid SprintScan 120 35mm and medium format film scanner $2,499 (was $3,499)

Minolta D,Image Scan Dual II 35mm film scanner $389 (was $429)
Minolta D,Image Scan Elite II 35mm film scanner $899 (was $1,159)
Nikon CoolScan III 35mm film scanner $399 (was $999)
Nikon Super CoolScan 2000 35mm film scanner $649 (was $1,999)
Epson Perfection 2450 Photo flatbed /film scanner $539 (was $629)
Agfa DuoScan Hi-D flatbed / film scanner $899 (was $3,400 !)

Imacon Flextight Photo (virtual-drum) film scanner $5,995   (was $7,199)
Imacon Flextight Precision III (virtual-drum) film scanner $13,995  (was $16,250)

Printers
Epson Stylus Photo 890 inkjet printer $399 (was $465)
Kodak 8670 PS Dye-Sublimation printer $4,995  (was $7,995)

Digital Cameras
Olympus C-211 Polaroid film-printing digital camera $299 (was $799)
Olympus C-4040 digital camera $799 (was $999)
Fuji FinePix 6900 digital camera $649 (was $799)
Nikon D1h digital SLR kit $3,899 (was $4,299)

Miscellaneous
Polaroid HR6000SE 35mm Digital Film Recorder $4,495 (was $5,395)
Polaroid ProPalette 8000 35mm Digital Film Recorder $8,995 (was $12,995)

Clearance items are either new, demo or refurbished products.  The above list does not include any
used items.  Warranty varies from a full 1 year manufacturers to a 30 day Beau Photo warranty, de-
pending on the product.  For details on the above items including specifications, compatibility or
warranty information, please contact Mike Mander in the digital imaging department.

With prices like this,  hurry up and call while supplies last!

Mike Digital Sales


